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Abstract
Vertical Greenery Systems (VGS) are promising contemporary Green Infrastructure
which contribute to the provision of several ecosystem services both at building and
urban scales. Among others, the building acoustic insulation and the urban noise
reduction could be considered. Traditionally vegetation has been used to acoustically
insulate urban areas, especially from the traffic noise. Now, with the introduction of
vegetation in buildings, through the VGS, it is necessary to provide experimental data
on its operation as acoustic insulation tool in the built environment. In this study the
acoustic insulation capacity of two VGS was conducted through in situ measurements
according to the UNE-EN ISO 140-5 standard. From the results, it was observed that a
thin layer of vegetation (20-30 cm) was able to provide an increase in the sound
insulation of 1 dB for traffic noise (in both cases, Green Wall and Green Facade), and
an insulation increase between 2 dB (Green Wall) to 3 dB (Green Facade) for a pink
noise. In addition to the vegetation contribution to sound insulation, the influence of
other factors such as the mass factor (thickness, density and composition of the
substrate layer) and type of modular unit of cultivation, the impenetrability (sealing
joints between modules) and structural insulation (support structure) must be taken into
account for further studies.

Keywords: Acoustic insulation, vertical greenery systems, green walls, green façades,
green infrastructure, ecosystem services, urban noise reduction, buildings.
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1. Introduction
The acoustical environment in and around buildings is influenced by numerous
interrelated and interdependent factors associated with the building planning – designconstruction process. The architect, the engineer, the building technologist, and the
constructor all play a part in the control of the acoustical environment. With some
fundamental understanding of basic acoustical principles, how materials and structures
control the sound, many problems can be avoided altogether or, at least, solved in the
early stages of the project at greatly reduced cost. “Corrective” measures are inevitably
more costly after the building is finished and occupied [1].
On the other hand, Green Infrastructure (GI) is a successfully tested tool for providing
ecological, economic and social benefits through natural solutions for the built
environment. Compared to single-purpose grey infrastructure, GI has many benefits,
offering sometimes an alternative or being complementary to standard grey solutions.
Generally, GI could be defined as a strategically planned network of natural and seminatural areas with other environmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide
range of ecosystem services. It incorporates green spaces (or blue if aquatic ecosystems
are concerned) and other physical features in terrestrial (including coastal) and marine
areas. On land, GI is present both in rural and urban settings [2]. Among the multiple
eco-system services provided by GI in the built environment, such as runoff control,
energy savings, support to biodiversity, roof materials protection, etc., it is said that
some acoustic insulation at building scale whilst also some city noise reduction at urban
scale are provided [3].
The types of physical features that contribute to GI are diverse, specific to each location
or place and very scale-dependent. On the local scale, biodiversity-rich parks, gardens,
green roofs and green walls, ponds, streams, woods, hedgerows, meadows, restored
brownfield sites and coastal sand-dunes can all contribute to GI if they deliver multiple
ecosystem services. Between those GI features, Vertical Greenery Systems (VGS) and
Green Roofs for buildings are promising contemporary construction systems which
contribute to the provision of ecosystem services both at building and urban scales [3].
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Somee authors hiighlight thee contributioon of VGS and
a green roofs on the improvemeent of
urbann environm
ment by meaans of the reduction of
o noise. Th
hus, while hhard surfacces of
urbann areas tendd to reflect sound rathher than abssorb it, greeen constructtion system
ms can
absorrb sound, with
w both su
ubstrate andd plants mak
king a contrribution, thee former ten
nding
to block lower sound
s
frequ
uencies and the latter higher
h
ones. However, few case sttudies
and even less experimenta
e
al data werre found in
n the literatu
ure regardin
ing to the actual
a
contrribution of these systtems to nooise reductio
on [4, 5]. In additionn, regarding the
acouustic insulatiion effects of vegetati on when it is incorporrated in buiildings, preevious
studiies usually consider th
he contribut
ution of greeen roofs to
o acoustic iinsulation, while
referrences to verrtical green
n systems arre scarce.
An iinteresting example of
o the use of vegetatiion in ordeer to improove the aco
oustic
insullation of a building is the Almeeida Theatrre in Londo
on (Figure 1) by Haw
worth
Tom
mpkins studioo. To achieve the requuired level of
o sound inssulation, thee roof and gables
g
of thhe building were turfed
d in Sedum
m, a hardy cactus-like
c
plant.
p
The rresulting piitched
roof garden, fulll of wild flo
owers in thee centre of a busy urban block, haas become a local
landm
mark [6].
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Figuree 1. Building greenery
g
as aacoustic insullation. Almeid
da Theatre. L
London

Tradditionally larrge masses of vegetatiion to acou
ustically inssulate differrent urban areas,
a
especcially from
m the trafficc noise, havve been em
mployed. In
n this regarrd, vegetatiion is
attribbuted with some acousstic noise rreduction up
p to 8 dB, and occasioonally more [7].
Receent studies, relating to
o road trafffic noise shielding
s
by
y vegetatioon belts, already
stressed that forr an equal amount
a
of bbiomass per unit surface area, therre is a prefeerence
for sshrubs, either low shru
ubs (0.5 m)) or higher shrubs (2 m). In thesse studies it was
concluded that a 2 m-high shrub zonee with a len
ngth of 15 m,
m for a tottal above-grround
dry bbiomass of 4 kg/m2, giv
ves an averaage road traaffic noise in
nsertion losss of 4.7 dB
BA for
a lighht vehicle at
a 70 km/h at typical eear heights when refereenced to soound propag
gation
over grassland. Relating to the acoustiic insulation
n propertiess of green syystems, it iss said
that vegetation can reducee sound levvels in threee direct ways. First, thhe sound caan be
ments, such
h as trunks, branches, twigs
refleccted and sccattered (difffracted) byy plant elem
and lleaves. As a second mechanism
m
tthere is thee sound absorption by vegetation.. This
effecct can be attributed to
o mechanicaal vibration
ns of plant elements ccaused by sound
s
wavees, leading to
t dissipatio
on by conveerting sound
d energy to heat. As a th
third mechaanism,
couldd be also mentioned that sound levvels can be reduced by the destrucctive interfeerence
of soound waves by the soil layers preseence [8].
Studyying the soound propag
gation throough vegetaation other authors conncluded thaat the
effecct of a beltt of vegetaation on soound propag
gating throu
ugh it is hhighly frequ
uency
dependent so thhat at frequ
uencies bellow 1 kHzz the vegetaation is alm
most transp
parent
wherreas above 1 kHz atttenuation results fro
om the inteeraction off scattering
g and
absorrption [9].
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Figure 2.. Road trafficc noise shielding by vegeta
ation belts

m these prevvious studiees about gre en belts of vegetation emerges thee conclusion
n that
From
the m
most influenntial factorss on their opperation forr sound insu
ulation are m
multiple, su
uch as
the kkinds of speecies, the grreen screen dimensions, its shape as well as its location
n with
respeect to the nooise source.
Furthhermore, onn these stu
udies one w
worked witth the assu
umption thaat plant sccreens
thickkness can bee around feew meters, w
while in thee case of VGS
V
for builldings, it will
w be
difficcult to achieve these th
hicknesses. Consequen
ntly, it is veery importan
ant to know what
couldd be the conntribution to
o the sound insulation from
f
plant element
e
whhen working
g with
thin vvegetation layers,
l
usuaally less thann a meter.
Thuss, the incoorporation of vegetaation to bu
uildings th
hrough thee use of green
infraastructure, i..e. VGS and
d green rooofs, with acoustic insullation purpooses, impliees the
definnition and control
c
of multiple
m
facctors relatin
ng not only to the vegeetation layeer but
also tto the suppoort structuree and the m
materials used.
Therrefore, withh the inco
orporation of vegetattion to bu
uildings, i.ee. urban Green
G
Infraastructure thhrough Greeen Roofs annd VGS, it is importantt to determinne whether these
systeems can proovide acousttic insulatioon and noisee control. Here
H it shouuld be taken
n into
accouunt the fact that theree are multipple types of VGS and
d therefore, just as hap
ppens
whenn they are used
u
for therrmal insulattion purposse, the acousstic insulatiion capacity
y may
be allso typologgy dependen
nt. Thus, thhe kind of system
s
used
d must be cconsidered when
compparing reseaarch results [10].
A cclassificationn for VG
GS has beeen establisshed previo
ously show
wing significant
differences betw
ween systems both inn terms off the suppo
ort structuree as well as in
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reference to the plant species used. Generally speaking VGS can be classified into two
clearly differentiated groups, the Green Façades and the Living Walls [11]. Green
façades are Green Vertical Systems in which climbing plants or hanging port shrubs are
developed using special support structures, mainly in a directed way, to cover the
desired area. Green façades can be divided into three different systems. Traditional
green façades, where climber plants use the façade material as a support; double-skin
green façade by means a light structure that serves as support for climbing plants, with
the aim of creating a double-skin or green curtain separate from the wall; and perimeter
flowerpots, when as a part of the composition of the façade, hanging shrubs are planted
around the building to constitute a green curtain. Living walls are made of geotextile
felts and/or panels, sometimes pre-cultivate, which are fixed to a vertical support or on
the wall structure. The panels and geotextile felts provide support to the vegetation
formed by upholstering plants, ferns, small shrubs, and perennial flower, among others.
In view of this classification, and considering the possibility of sound insulation
provision from VGS, it must be considered the fact that in the case of Green Façades the
insulation can been provided by the vegetation layer, whereas in the case of Green
Walls other factors must be taken into account, such as the substrate, the module box,
the geotextile felts, etc. depending on the system used. In addition and for any case,
Green Façades and Green Walls, it must be also considered the impact on the acoustic
behaviour of the different types of support structure.
From the results of the scarce previous experimental studies about the acoustic
behaviour of VGS no strong conclusions could be drawn due to both the different
experimental methodologies as well as the different construction systems evaluated. It
must be highlighted that only one in situ experiment was found, being the others
laboratory studies with small samples or simulations.
Wong et al. [12] evaluated the soundproofing potential of different VGS by means of
the in situ measurement of their provided insertion loss. The insertion loss was defined
as the difference, in decibels, between two sound pressure level (SPL) which are
measured at the same point in space before and after an object is inserted between the
measurement point and the noise source. Hence, “before an object is inserted” refers to
the control wall while “after an object is inserted” refers to the VGS. Their difference in
6

SPL is the insertion loss due to the addition of VGS. The most important conclusions
were that those systems that use substrate in the structure showed a stronger attenuation
of the insertion loss for middle frequencies, due to the absorption effect of substrate
(reductions around 5 to 10 dB). In addition, a smaller attenuation is observed at high
frequency spectrum due to the scattering effect of greenery (reductions from 2 to 3.9
dB). Moreover, in this study it could be confirmed that absorption coefficient increases
with higher frequencies as well as with greater greenery coverage. On the
recommendations of this study the authors emphasize that, to further advance the
research, acoustics studies of VGS should be performed on actual building façades in an
attempt to reveal more acoustics insight.
Other studies deal with more detail the sound insulation properties of substrates and
plants used in VGS rather than with the whole system performance. Thus Van
Renterghem et al. [13] in a numerical study highlight that usually used substrates for
green walls have high porosity and low density and consequently show a complex
acoustic behaviour. Moreover, the presence of water inside the substrate could strongly
affect its absorption properties so that in the extreme case, when the porous medium is
fully water-saturated, similar effects as for a rigid material could be expected. On the
other hand, according to Horoshenkov et al. [14], the absorption coefficient of plants is
controlled predominantly by the leaf area density and the angle leaf orientation. On the
other hand, light-density soils exhibit very high values of acoustic absorption whereas
the absorption coefficient of high-density clay base soil is low.
From these studies, the need to homogenize the way of studying the acoustic behaviour
of VGS can be deduced. In this regard, is necessary to consider that ISO 140 describes
the standards to measure the buildings and construction elements acoustic insulation.
In a recent previous study [15], the potential of a Green Wall as passive acoustic
insulation system for buildings was evaluated under laboratory conditions. The studied
parameters were the airborne sound insulation and the measured sound absorption in
reverberation room. The tests were performed according to UNE-EN ISO 10140-2
standard. The calculated weighted sound reduction index was Rw = 15dB, and the
correction terms were Ctr = -1 dB for traffic noise and C = -1 dB for pink noise. These
values, although lower than those for other common construction systems, are very
7

promising. From the measurement of the sound absorption in the reverberation room
according to UNE-EN ISO 354 standards, the calculated value of the weighted sound
absorption coefficient was αw = 0.40. Comparing these results with those of previous
studies, it can be concluded that the introduction of the green wall specimen into the
reverberation room implies a reduction in the reverberation time (from 4.2 to 5.9 in this
study), highlighting and quantifying the sound absorption capacity of this construction
system. But, the values obtained in the laboratory are characteristic of that material or
construction system under controlled conditions, and only gives an idea about the
potential sound insulation capacity, but not about its final performance in real
conditions, i.e. when the material or system is a part of a building.
Consequently, it is important to highlight the necessity to perform in situ measurements
of the acoustic insulation capacity of these new construction systems. Specifically, in
the case of building facade elements, the reference standard for measuring their acoustic
behaviour is the UNE-EN ISO 140-5 Acoustics. Measurement of sound insulation in
buildings and of building elements. Part 5: Field measurements of airborne sound
insulation of façade elements and façades.
Therefore, this paper aims to provide in situ measurements of acoustic insulation
capacity of two VGS according to the UNE-EN ISO 140-5 standard. For this purpose a
representative construction system of Green Walls group and another representative one
of Green facade type were chosen. The selected Green Wall was an existing one, which
is currently in the market, and which was previously tested in laboratory in order to
measure its acoustic performance under controlled conditions [16]. As for the Green
Façades, a simple Double-skin Green Facade typology was built and tested.

2. Materials and methods
The experimental set-up consists of two cubicles (Figure 3) located in Puigverd de
Lleida, Spain, with the same external dimensions (3 x 3 x 3 m). Their bases consist of a
mortar base of 3 × 3 m with crushed stones and reinforcing bars. The walls present the
following layers from inside out (Figure 4): gypsum, alveolar brick (30 × 19 × 29 cm),
and cement mortar finish. No additional insulation was used in the walls of these
cubicles. The roof is a conventional flat roof (precast concrete beams and ceramic floor
arch 25 cm) with 8 cm of extruded polystyrene insulation layer above, concrete relieved
pending formation of 2%, double waterproofing membrane, and finished with a single
8

layerr of gravel of 7 cm thiickness (Figgure 4) [17
7,18]. The only
o
differeence betweeen the
two cubicles ussed in the present
p
reseaarch is the use of a diifferent VG
GS located in
i the
bicles. Thuss, one of thhem was fin
nished
west, south and east façadees of each oof these cub
with a Green Wall,
W while th
he other onee was finish
hed with a Double-skin
D
n Green Façaade.

Figure 3. Experimental
E
l set-up in Pu
uigverd de Lleida, Spain

Figurre 4. Constru
uction section
n of the cubiclles used in this experimenntation

dular-based system baased on reccycled
The Green Walll used wass a pre-culttivated mod
polyeethylene modules [16]]. The moddule consists in a closeed box madde with a 3 mm
thickkness recyclled plastic which
w
has rrecycled pollyethylene hooks
h
that hhold them to
t the
supporting struccture (Figurre 5). The m
module is filled
f
with coconut
c
fibrre substratee. The
support structurre consists of stainle ss steel tub
bes where the modulles are adjjusted
hangging on the hooks
h
so that they cannnot be draw
wn perpendiccular to the wall, preveenting
theft. The irrigaation system
m responds to fertigatio
on techniqu
ues so that, by adjustin
ng the
nutriient solutionn, plant gro
owth can bee controlled
d, reducing the irrigatioon requirem
ments.
Eachh module was
w designed
d to hold 224 small shrrubs. Usuallly native pplants were used,
whicch are well adapted
a
to the
t local clim
mate and heence they have low waater needs. In this
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studyy two different plant species
s
werre used, Ro
osmarinus officinalis
o
aand Helichrrysum
thiannschanicum.

Figu
ure 5. Green Wall
W made with
w polyethyllene moduless, coconut fibrre substrate aand native sh
hrubs

uble-skin G
Green Façad
de was mad
de with a sim
mple 2 mm
m wire
On thhe other haand, the Dou
meshh parallel too the cubiccle façade w
wall, locateed 25 cm away
a
by me
means of meetallic
supports anchorred to the wall
w (Figuree 6). The plant
p
species used in thhis green façade
fa
Boston Ivy (Parthenoccissus Tricuuspidata), which
w
is a cllimber plantt well adaptted to
was B
the M
Mediterranean Continen
ntal climatee.
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Figurre 6. Double-skin Green F
Façade made with wire meesh and Bostoon Ivy

In orrder to study the aco
oustic insulaation poten
ntial of these two VG
GS the refeerence
standdard UNE-E
EN ISO 140
0-5 Acoustiics. Measurrement of so
ound insula tion in builldings
and of building elements. Part
P 5: Fieeld measureements of aiirborne souund insulatiion of
façadde elementss and façadees has been followed.
Withh the aim of observing
g the effectt of vegetation on the acoustic peerformance,, data
colleection was repeated during
d
two different periods.
p
Th
hus, in the first phase the
acouustic insulattion in low
w vegetatioon conditio
ons was deetermined, and the seecond
meassurement took place in abundant vvegetation cover condittions (Figure
re 7).
The measuremeents were performed w
with an integrating sou
und level-m
meter and a type1
CESV
VA analyseer, model SC310.
S
Beffore the meeasurementss, the propeer functioning of
the ccomputer with
w
a soun
nd gauge B
Bruer & Kjaer type 42
230 (94 dB
B-1000 Hz)) was
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veriffied. In all cases,
c
the measurement
m
ts were don
ne by the third octave bbands from 20 to
10,0000 Hz.
To m
measure thee sound insu
ulation it iss necessary to play a standard
s
soound with a high
enouugh and eqqual level in all freqquency bands. To carrry out thiss experimeent, a
norm
malized pinkk noise is generated, which afteer being am
mplified, it is emitted by a
twelvve speakerrs as sound source system and
a
consequently beecoming in
n an
omniidirectional sound sourrce.
UNE
E-EN ISO 140-5
1
stand
dard establiishes the procedure fo
or in situ m
measuremen
nts of
airboorne sound insulation
i
for
fo facade ellements and
d façades. As
A stated in tthis standarrd, for
such kind of meeasurementss both traffiic noise and
d speaker caan be used as sound so
ource.
In thhis study, giiven the loccation of thee cubicles in
i an isolateed environm
ment, the seecond
methhod was choosen.
Accoording to thhis standard, the noise source shou
uld be placed in front of the facaade or
facadde element to be meassured, at a distance d and with an
n angle of sound incid
dence
equaal to 45 ° ± 5 ° with thee item. Duee to the smaall size of th
he façades tto analyse, 3.4
3 m
high,, it is not possible to
o meet thiis condition
n. For this reason it was considered
approopriate the placement
p
of
o the noisee source at a distance off 2.3 m from
m the wall and
a at
a heiight respectt ground off 1.2 m (Fiigure 7). In
n all cases, the analyssed wall waas the
oppoosite of the wall that contains
c
thee entrance of
o the cubiccle. Thus, aas the wall to be
meassured as thee two side walls are bblind walls, without do
oors, windoows or any other
openning which may
m favour the transmiission of sou
und.

Figure 7. In situ acoustic
a
meassurements acccording to UNE-EN ISO 140-5
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The measurement procedure consisted of generating a normalized noise from the
omnidirectional source placed as detailed in the previous paragraph and measured the
following parameters:
-

The equivalent sound pressure level outside (transmitter) taking measurements
in third octave bands in various positions in front of the facade to be analysed.

-

The equivalent sound pressure level inside (receiver) taking measurements in
third octave bands in various positions inside the cubicle.

-

The level of background noise in third octave bands, measured inside the cubicle
with the source without working.

Subsequently, the omnidirectional source was placed inside the cubicle and the
reverberation time of the receiving room was determined. The method used was the
abrupt interruption of emission.
For each frequency band, the "standardized difference of levels" D2m, nT was determined
by the following expression:

D2m,nT = L1,2m – L2 + 10 log

ࢀ࢘
ࢀ

[dB]

where:
L1,2m is the equivalent sound pressure level measured outside (emitter) and 2m
from the façade
L2

is the equivalent sound pressure level measured inside (receiver) corrected

by the level of background noise
Tr is the reverberation time measured in receiver room
T0 is the reference reverberation time of 0.5 s value according to UNE-EN ISO
140-5 for in situ measurements of airborne sound insulation for facade elements
and façades
The overall value assigned to the isolation of the different elements, D2m, nT, w (C; Ctr)
was calculated according to the guidelines of the UNE-EN ISO 717-1 standard, where C
and Ctr correspond to the spectral correction terms for adaptation to traffic noise and
pink respectively.

3. Results and discussion
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The ttests resultss are presentted in four ggraphic whiich show the standardizzed differen
nce of
levells D2m, nT in third octavee frequencyy bands as sttablished in
n the ISO 1440.
A coomparison between
b
thee results obttained in th
he first phasse, i.e. withhout foliagee, and
the reesults from the second phase, withh foliage, arre shown in Figure 8.

F
Figure 8. Stan
ndardized diffference of leevels D2m, nT
T. With and without
w
foliagge compariso
on

Thesse results aggree with th
hose obtainned in 2010 by Wong et al. in whhich the aco
oustic
insullation capaccity increasees in the inttermediate frequency reaching
r
a ppeak around
d 800
Hz, due to thee absorption
n effect off the substrrate. In ad
ddition, arouund 2000 Hz a
ors, is
reducction of acooustic insulaation capac ity takes pllace which, according tto the autho
due to focusingg effect of VGS. Thuus, due to the
t periodicc arrangeme
ment of greeenery,
s
may
m focus ssound energ
gy onto certtain region nnear the surrfaces
reflecctions and scatterings
resullting in a negative insertion looss. Finally
y, in the high
h
frequeencies zonee the
imprrovement off insulation acoustic cappacity is du
ue to the scaattering by ggreenery.
Moreeover, in Figure
F
9 thee results arre shown so
o that a co
omparison bbetween thee two
studiied systemss, Green Waalls and Grreen Façadees, can be done.
d
Againn the two phases
p
are cconsidered, with
w and wiithout foliagge.
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Figure 9.. Standardizeed difference of levels D2m
m, nT. Green Wall vs Greeen Facade

This graphic shhow that th
he acoustic performan
nce of the Green
G
Walll and the Green
G
Façaade differed significantly throughoout the frequ
uency specttrum, in terrms of the Green
G
facadde showed a profile mu
uch more irrregular thaan the Green
n Wall proffile, which had a
muchh more deffined. This fact reveal s that the effect
e
of th
he substrate on the aco
oustic
perfoormance is very important and itt should bee considered in futuree studies an
nd for
possiible improvvements of these
t
system
ms.
Moreeover, it caan be obserrved that duuring the second phasse, i.e. withh vegetation
n, the
acouustic behaviiour of botth systems was again
n different. Thus, it ccan see thaat the
imprrovement inn the sound
d insulation capacity for
f the Greeen Wall takkes place almost
throuughout the profile,
p
with
h special em
mphasis on the peak due to the suubstrate efffect in
midddle frequenncies, and the increm
ment due to the vegeetation effe
fect in the high
frequuencies. It can
c be also observed thhat in the lo
ow frequenccies the oppposite effecct was
foundd, with a reeduction on the insulatiion capacity
y. According to the stuudy conducted by
Wonng et al. thiss effect may
y be the ressult of soun
nd diffractio
on in low fre
requencies where
w
the sound wave bends around an obstaacle.
On thhe other haand, more variability
v
th
throughout the frequen
ncy profile can be observed
for G
Green Façadde, though also
a improvves especially at high frequencies
f
due to the effect
e
of veegetation.
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Finally, Table 1 summarizes the single-number quantities obtained for the standardized
levels difference, which is the value used to express the acoustic insulation between a
room and the outdoor.
As the standardized difference of levels is a frequency dependent magnitude, the
acoustic insulation capacity of a construction system always must be assessed by means
of the analysis of its profile. But, in order to assess and to compare results, the acoustic
insulation can be characterized by an unique value, the weighted single-number
quantity, which can be identified by the subscript w (e.g D2m,nT,w). The single-number
quantity represents the value in dB, at 500 Hz of a reference curve which is shifted to fit
insulation values obtained experimentally, by the method specified by the standard EN
ISO 717.
Single-number quantities depend on the sound spectrum of the noise source, so they are
usually accompanied by a spectral correction term (C, Ctr):
-

C is the adaptation spectral term for the sound reduction index for pink
noise incident or rail traffic noise, in dB. It will be used when talking
about building elements and acoustic insulation between two homes. The
index of insulation from pink noise is more realistic against traffic noise
at high speeds, both road and rail, living activities (talking, music, radio,
and TV), or noise that is generated within dwellings.

-

Ctr is the adaptation spectral term for the sound reduction index for noise
of cars and aircraft, in dB. It will be used in the construction elements
and facade insulation. The normalized traffic noise spectrum gives more
weight to low frequencies, allowing the gathering of more realistic noise
indices against urban traffic, railway traffic at low speeds, disco music or
certain industrial noises
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Table 1. Standardized levels difference D2m,nT,w (dB). Single-number quantities

D2m,nT,w
[dB]

With

Corrected value to Corrected value to
pink noise

traffic noise

(C

(Ctr)

Green Façade

46

(-1) 45

(-3) 43

Green Wall

46

(-2) 44

(-5) 41

Green Façade

44

(-2) 42

(-2) 42

Green Wall

44

(-2) 42

(-4) 40

foliage

Without
foliage

As it can be seen in Table 1, no big differences between the two VGS on the
soundproofing values were found, neither with nor without vegetation.
In both cubicles, the presence of vegetation implies an increase on the soundproofing of
1 dB regarding the situation without vegetation, in the case of normalized traffic noise
spectrum, and 2 dB for the Green Wall and 3 dB for the Green Façade, in the case of
consider pink noise.
At low frequencies (≤315 Hz) the cubicle with Green Wall presents smaller sound
insulation than the Double-skin Facade Green cubicle, resulting in a single-number
quantity of 41 dB, i.e. 2 dB lower than the single-number quantity for the cubicle with
Double-skin Green Façade.
Although measurements about the leaf area density and the possible influence of the
type of plant used on the acoustical insulation were not carried out, the differences on
these results between the two systems could have been influenced by the leaves
morphology, as stated Horoshenkov [14], because a broadleaf climber plant was used
for the Double-skin Green Facade (Parthenocissus Tricuspidata), whereas two shrub
species with narrow and small leaves were used for the Green Wall system (Rosmarinus
officinalis and Helichrysum thianschanicum).
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It is evident that these results despite being positive do not correspond to the promising
results obtained in laboratory tests. As mentioned previously, in the tests carried out in
order to calculate the airborne sound insulation, following the UNE-EN ISO 10140-2
standards, the measured weighted sound reduction index was Rw = 15dB, and the
correction terms were Ctr = -1 dB for traffic noise and C = -1 dB for pink noise. In this
study, the calculated value of the weighted sound absorption coefficient was αw = 0.40
(UNE-EN ISO 354 standards) [15].
This fact reveals that, despite it can be confirmed that a small thickness of vegetation
already provides a certain acoustic insulation, the construction of VGS on the cubicles
generated changes which cause a worsening on its acoustical performance when
compared to laboratory experiments.
In this regard, it must be kept in mind that the improvement of a single partition is not
enough to achieve a good sound insulation in a building, because the sound can find
indirect ways to be transmitted. Therefore, working in situ the main method to improve
the acoustic insulation of a building is usually to control the sound transmission, being
the most important parameters to consider the mass, the impenetrability, and the
structural insulation.
Regarding to the mass, is necessary to consider that the heavier (more mass) the
partitions surrounding us have, the more difficult is that they vibrate with sound,
decreasing in consequence its transmission. Therefore, it would be necessary to provide
much more mass to the support structures to achieve better behaviour in front of the
sound. This measure can be achieved in the case of Green Walls by improving the
composition of substrates used for this purpose. Usually the substrate composition in
green walls responds to plant survival necessities (i.e. the provision of water, nutrients
and physical support) as well as weight constraints, but not to supply other ecosystem
services such as thermal or acoustic insulation. Taking into account the thermal or
acoustic insulation properties of substrate could improve the Green Wall performance as
an insulating structure. This option can hardly be applied to Green Façades due to their
own design, because plants usually are placed in pots at the bottom of the facade or in
middle positions, being the support structure mesh or wire in front of the wall facade.
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Another aspect to consider is the possibility of gaining mass in the vegetation layer,
either by increasing the thickness or by using plant species with higher foliage density.
That measure could be applied to both main typologies of VGS, to the Green Walls and
to the Green Façades (Figure 5 and Figure 6). It should be taken into account that one of
the main factors to consider when plants are used as soundproofing around the roads is
just the thickness and density of green screens [7-9]. This is also according to the study
conducted by Van Renterghem et al. [8], in which by studying the road traffic noise
shielding by vegetation belts already highlighted the importance of the amount of
biomass in the noise attenuation. Also, in the study of Wong et al. [12], one of the main
conclusions was that with greater greenery coverage there is an increase in the sound
absorption coefficient.
In the case of impenetrability, it is known that small fissures can cause big effects on
global acoustic insulation. Thus, in the case of a building it is necessary to ensure the
sealing of doors and windows, as well as conduits for passing tubes and cables, plugs,
etc., because they can be a source of sound transmission spoiling a good acoustic
insulation of the entire facade. This issue can unlikely be improved in a Double-Skin
Facade system which is fully permeable and in where the whole function of acoustic
insulation is provided by the vegetation layer, On the contrary, in the case of the Green
Wall, the complete sealing of the joints between modules and in the façade edges would
lead to an improvement on sound insulation in terms of impenetrability (Figure 5 and
Figure 6).
Finally, regarding the so-called structural insulation, it is necessary to consider that a
certain physical separation between building elements must be guaranteed in order to
prevent the sound transmission. For example, the existence of a simple nail can spoil the
sound insulation between two wall layers separated by an air chamber. For this reason
usually it is recommended that the air chambers used in buildings should be the widest
as possible and even filled with insulating material to prevent that the air acts as a
bridge between the two layers.
This can be the main aspect to improve for the two analyzed VGS because in both
cases, Green Wall and Double-skin Green Facade, lightweight structures anchored
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directly to the building facade wall were used resulting probably in the existence of
acoustic bridges (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

4. Conclusions
By studying the in situ acoustic insulation capacity of two VGS for buildings under
controlled conditions, according to the UNE-EN ISO 140-5 standard, it can be
concluded that:
-

In quantitative terms, a thin layer of vegetation (20-30 cm) was able to provide
an increase in the sound insulation of 1 dB for traffic noise (in both cases, Green
Wall and Green Facade), and an insulation increase between 2 dB (Green Wall)
to 3 dB (Green Facade) for a pink noise.

-

The acoustic insulation contribution from both greenery systems (scattering) in
high frequencies, as well as from substrate (absorption) in the middle
frequencies by Green Walls, were verified in the standardized difference of
levels profiles.

-

In the case of the studied Green Wall, the differences between the good results
obtained in previous laboratory studies and the obtained in situ measurements,
suggest that it is necessary to consider other factors, in addition to the
vegetation, in order to improve the acoustic insulation capacity of VGS, such as
the mass (thickness and composition of the substrate and vegetation layers),
impenetrability (sealing joints between modules) and structural insulation
(support structure).

In general it can be concluded that vegetation can really contribute to the sound
insulation of the building, in the design of VGS all the factors that influence their
acoustic behavior must be considered. Concerning this, studies regarding to the types of
plants, the thickness of the vegetation layer, the thickness and composition of the
substrate layer, the type of support structure and materials to be used, as well as to take
measures to prevent transmission of sound on the early design phase (structural
impenetrability and insulation) should be made.
In addition, future experiments should be made following international standards of
measurement in order to compare experiments and results relating to the different VGS.
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